Tailoring the functional properties of advanced organic/inorganic heterogeonous devices to their intended technological applications requires knowledge and control of the microscopic structure inside the device. Atomistic quantum mechanical simulation methods deliver accurate energies and properties for individual configurations, however, finding the most favourable configurations remains computationally prohibitive. We propose a 'building block'-based Bayesian Optimisation Structure Search (BOSS) approach for addressing extended organic/inorganic interface problems and demonstrate its feasibility in a molecular surface adsorption study. In BOSS, a Bayesian scheme accelerates the identification of material energy landscapes with the number of sampled configurations during active learning, enabling structural inference with high chemical accuracy and featuring large simulation cells. This allowed us to identify several most favourable molecular adsorption configurations for C 60 on the (101) surface of TiO 2 anatase and clarify the key molecule-surface interactions governing structural assembly. Inferred structures were in good agreement with detailed experimental images of this surface adsorbate, demonstrating good predictive power of BOSS and opening the route towards large-scale surface adsorption studies of molecular aggregates and films. F rontier technologies are increasingly based on functional hybrid materials -engineered blends of organic molecules and inorganic crystals that harness and enhance the functional properties of both substances to perform specific tasks. Organic/inorganic heterostructures and metal-organic frameworks are key components for smart sensors, membranes and coatings, novel optoelectronic and fuel cell technologies, with further applications in data storage, quantum engineering and nanophotonics on the horizon (1-8) . Despite outstanding component materials, engineering the microscopic structure of complex heterostructures to tailor their properties towards desired functionality remains a fundamental challenge in physics, chemistry and materials science. It means bypassing the pitfalls of interface artifacts, defects and unfavorable self-assembled structures that lead to poor overall device performance.
F
rontier technologies are increasingly based on functional hybrid materials -engineered blends of organic molecules and inorganic crystals that harness and enhance the functional properties of both substances to perform specific tasks. Organic/inorganic heterostructures and metal-organic frameworks are key components for smart sensors, membranes and coatings, novel optoelectronic and fuel cell technologies, with further applications in data storage, quantum engineering and nanophotonics on the horizon (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . Despite outstanding component materials, engineering the microscopic structure of complex heterostructures to tailor their properties towards desired functionality remains a fundamental challenge in physics, chemistry and materials science. It means bypassing the pitfalls of interface artifacts, defects and unfavorable self-assembled structures that lead to poor overall device performance.
Understanding the microscopic structural details of advanced organic/inorganic material blends has emerged as the primary route towards controlling and engineering the functionality of hybrid materials (2, 9) . Here computational studies lead the way (10, 11) , since nanoscale experimental measurement techniques frequently lack the necessary atomistic detail, and traditional trial-and-error tests are costly and timeconsuming. First-principle methods like density functional theory (DFT) are particularly predictive in simulations of hybrid materials because they accurately describe the delicate interplay of microscopic interactions (e.g. electrostatics, dispersion, bond formation and charge transfer) that direct structural assembly (12) . DFT maps the atomic structure of a material onto an intrinsic energy, with lower energies indicating more stable material polymorphs. Theoretical structure prediction methods focus on exploring the resulting configurational phase-space, the potential energy surface (PES) (13, 14) . Extensive DFT sampling is computationally prohibitive and reduced to comparing several 'most-likely' structures proposed by chemical intuition, which is unreliable in complex materials. For this reason, hybrid organic/inorganic interfaces present a special challenge for structure search methods. Their PES is complicated by the variety of different morphologies that molecular films can adopt against the solid material. Moreover, the large size of functional molecules means that extensive simulation cells (large lengthscales) are needed to describe molecular film morphologies, making computations particularly expensive.
Here, we propose a structure search scheme based on machine learning (ML) that is capable of accelerated and unbiased PES refinement across large length-scales, while also minimizing the amount of configurational sampling. Recently, algorithms from machine learning (ML) were coupled with DFT to approximate the PES (15) (16) (17) or improve sampling and accelerate structure prediction in single material clusters and solids (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) . Their application to heterostructures is not straightforward, and they may not scale up to required sizes. In some cases, framework setup and the choice of ML parameters was found to affect the results (15, 24) . Many schemes rely on large data sets with 1,000-10,000 sampled points (25) , which are costly to produce. Our ideal method would need to be (i) efficient (minimal sampling costs), (ii) accurate (both in robust model convergence and DFT chemical accuracy), (iii) comprehensive (delivering the entire PES information of global and local minima), (iv) transferable (minimal dependence on ML parameters), (v) versatile (adaptable to targeting properties, structural prescreening, etc.), (vi) flexible (easily combined with other schemes) and (vii) truly multi-scale in its scope.
Significance Statement
Computational materials design with accurate but costly simulation methods stands to benefit greatly from the machine learning techniques designed for minimal sampling. Our BOSS framework combines cutting edge machine learning with quantum mechanics. It is a general structure search method adapted to infer the microscopic structure of organic/inorganic interfaces with the aim to enhance the functionality of prospective devices. Here, we demonstrate the feasibility, robustness and predictive power of the BOSS approach in predicting the structure of single molecular surface adsorbates. 4 pts 8 pts Fig. 1 . a. Illustration of key steps in BOSS application to structure search at the inorganic surface: from the choice of materials and building blocks, through selection of the BO degrees of freedom and the iterative optimization, towards the inferred individual adsorbate and thin-film structures; b. Example of BOSS iterative inference of a simple 1-dimensional PES featuring a global and local minimum. The global minimum location is learned after six sampled configurations and the entire PES is learned in four acquisitions more.
To address the structure search challenge at organic/inorganic interfaces, we have conceived the Bayesian Optimisation Structure Search (BOSS) method. It delivers on all fronts thanks to its key ingredients: 1) state-of-the-art DFT or quantum chemistry treatment, 2) the Bayesian Optimisation (BO) machine-learning method and 3) the "building block" approach.
Efficient sampling underpins the BOSS approach to allow accurate DFT-based predictions despite their computational cost. Approximate Bayesian Computation(26) is a class of likelihood-free inference (LFI) methods where data sampling involves complex evaluation. It has recently been combined with BO (27) to accelerate model prediction where the evaluation is also costly. Here, we adapted the resulting BOLFI scheme (28) to search for minima of the PES in an arbitrary phase space using simple models. The Bayesian algorithm for acquiring new energy points balances exploration with exploitation of accumulated configurational data to quickly determine the PES global minimum. The PES function, including global and local minima as well as the barriers between them, is actively learned during the sampling procedure. The framework features only two hyperparameters, which are also learned on-the-fly.
BOSS utilizes an advanced DFT framework designed for efficient multi-scale materials simulations on supercomputer infrastructures (29) . To expedite structure search over large surface areas, we fix the internal components of the material that tend to maintain their structural integrity (e.g. aromatic rings, functional groups, or entire molecules) (30, 31) . Treating parts of the material as mobile "building blocks" accelerates the search by focusing on important regions of a lower-dimensional phase space, and eliminates wasteful sampling by removing irrelevant degrees of freedom. This has already allowed us to overcome the size limitations of similar schemes (32) and apply our method to large surface adsorbates.
Our long-term goal is to predict the structure of organic/inorganic interfaces. In this article, we will focus on the first necessary step: the efficient structure prediction of a single adsorbed organic molecule. While some methods acquire single adsorption configurations by intuition and focus on complex lattice-based film morphology search (33, 34) , we aim to treat both the molecular adsorbates and aggregates within the BOSS framework by increasing search degrees of freedom. Employing BOSS to learn the individual moleculesurface interactions and structure efficiently is a key step that will later allow us to extend the search to molecular aggregates, monolayers and films. We focus on the adsorption geometry of fullerene molecules on the (101) surface of TiO2 anatase. Both materials are frequently employed in organic optoelectronics: C60 as an optically active electron donor, and TiO2 anatase as a high conductivity dielectric buffer layer (35) (36) (37) . Highresolution atomic force miscroscopy (AFM) images available for this functional surface exhibit sub-molecular resolution (38) , which would allow us to verify our findings.
In this manuscript, we present the BOSS technique for large-scale structure search in complex heterostructures. We describe the main features of the machine learning approach and its practical implementation alongside atomistic simulations. BOSS was employed to infer the microscopic details of C60 adsorption on TiO2 anatase. We sought to explore its efficiency and accuracy as a function of increasing dimensionality of the search, and evaluate the quality of the 'building block' approximation. Understanding the advantages and limitations of the present approach will allow us to modify the scheme as we upscale the structure search towards more complex problems and more realistic interface geometries. 
Methods
Active PES learning with BOSS. The BOSS strategy for identifying molecular surface adsorption structures is illustrated in Fig. 1a . It is first necessary to identify the simulation 'building block' segments that will be kept fixed. This step determines the dimensionality of the PES search. The BO algorithm then commences structural sampling over this model, an iterative process during which the global minimum structure and the PES model are inferred. The model PES is represented by a Gaussian Process (GP) (39), characterized by the GP posterior mean and the variance functions. The posterior variance describes the degree of belief in the GP mean, and supplies a useful measure of uncertainty which is minimized as the PES model is refined. To keep the PES smooth and continuous in all dimensions and encode the periodic boundaries of our atomistic simulations, we employed a non-isotropic standard periodic GP kernel. It features two hyperparameters: lengthscale l of PES variation in phase space and the standard deviation σ that describes PES magnitude. These hyperparameters are learned iteratively alongside the GP prior by maximizing the GP likelihood function. Active PES learning with BOSS is illustrated in 1 dimension (1D) in Fig. 1b in several snapshots. A few initial data points were selected as a Sobol quasi-random sequence. Next, we sampled the phase space deterministically by minimizing the lower confidence bound (LCB) selection criterion (27) . To avoid excessive data exploitation and local minima traps, we modified the acquisition function into an exploratory LCB (e-LCB) version with a pure exploratory step if the uncertainty on the PES guess becomes too small. Consequently, data was sampled both near the minima (exploitation) and in regions of high uncertainty (exploration). The acquired energy points were used to update the GP model via the Bayes' theorem, and the procedure was repeated until convergence. The model evolution shown in Fig. 1b . is typical of 1D functions: five data acquisitions suffice to pinpoint the global minimum, and with five more, the PES model converges to the true function.
BOSS application to the C 60 /TiO 2 interface. The (101) facet of the TiO 2 anatase surface and the C 60 cage exhibit minimal deformation upon interaction with other materials and are both treated as rigid building blocks. Fullerene adsorption configuration at the (101) facet of TiO 2 anatase depends on both the position of the molecule above the surface and its orientation with respect to the surface. The position of C 60 was supplied by the radius vector of the molecular center of mass r= [x, y, z] . The molecular orientation was described by angles of rotation α, β and γ with respect to Cartesian axes of rotation Rx, Ry and Rz, respectively. The total interaction energy Etot between the two building blocks is thus a 6-dimensional (6D) function Etot=E(x, y, z, α, β, γ). The BOSS search for the lowest energy adsorption structure proceeds by finding the minima of the adsorption energy surface (AES) with respect to this vector of variables. The adsorption energy E ads was computed as E ads =Etot-(E surf + E mol ), where E surf and E mol are the total energies of the clean surface and isolated molecule, respectively.
A reference configuration, illustrated in Computational details. BOLFI based on the gpml package (39) was implemented in a serial MATLAB code, which can be interfaced with any total energy simulation method. The GP model and its hyperparameters were updated every 10 acquisitions until convergence. We performed all configurational sampling with the all-electron DFT code FHI-aims (29) . Simulations were carried out with converged Tier 2 basis sets free of g and h functions, and the PBE exchange-correlation functional (40) augmented with van der Waals correction terms (41). We utilized relativistic corrections to account for the heavy elements. Light grids with Γ-point reciprocal space sampling was employed to build the PES model, but global minima structures were refined with tight grids and a 2×2×1 k-point mesh.
The (101) TiO 2 anatase surface in a slab configuration featured three typical trilayers in a 10.27Å×11.36Å×52.77Å periodic unit cell, exposing a 1×3 unit cell surface area. We found that molecular adsorption energies converged with three trilayers; the lowest two trilayers were kept fixed during full structural optimisations. To define the boundaries of BOSS search phase space, we relied on the surface and molecule symmetry and periodicity. Molecular registry search space was limited to the smallest periodically repeating surface unit 10.27Å×3.78Å and informed by this periodicity. The non-periodic z variable search was conducted 10Å in height from the 1.5Å closest surface approach. Molecular orientation search was conducted in minimal unique periods of 180deg. for α and β angles, and 120deg. for the γ angle, exploiting the symmetry of the C 60 cage. With the efficient parallelisation of FHI-aims (42), a single point data acquisition calculation on 168 atoms required 10min on 120CPUs.
Results and Discussion
BOSS search of optimal surface adsorption structure. We applied the BOSS framework to the atomistic structure search of the surface adsorption model presented in Fig. 2a . To monitor the increase in search complexity with the number of dimensions, we opted to incrementally build up to the full dimensionality of the problem. To begin with, we explored the 1D AES of each of the translational x,y and z and rotational molecular variables α, β and γ independently, while keeping all other variables fixed to reference values. The results are presented in Figs. 2b and 2c . Despite the simplicity of low-dimensional BOSS sampling, we obtained a wealth of information about the binding and structure at the C60/TiO2 interface.
We discovered molecular rotation to be the dominant energetic factor in the molecule-surface interactions. Owing to the high symmetry of the C60 cage and its repeating units, molecular rotation variables produce complex fast-varying AES curves with multiple deep minima (Fig. 2b.) . The β angle rotation commanded an AES energy variation of 0.6eV with a global minimum at -1.85eV. The lowest energy recorded for the α variable AES was -1.5eV. To gain physical and chemical insight behind the BOSS-inferred minima, we analyzed the structures corresponding to these molecular rotations. This allowed us to identify the C60 hexagonal facet and the C-C bond shared by two hexagonal facets (C h -C h ) as the key reactive sites of the molecule. When a hexagonal facet of the molecule becomes parallel with the sloping terrace of anatase (see Fig. 2a.) , the overlap between the electronic density of the aromatic ring and the surface terrace atoms is maximised. This effect stabilized the β global minimum structure. Similarly, we discovered that orienting the C h -C h bond directly towards the surface terrace increased molecule-surface interactions and lead to the second-lowest energy minimum in α. These C60 reactive sites both feature bond conjugation and out-of-plane electronic density associated with pz carbon atom orbitals that facilitate molecular physisorption to this surface.
Translation of the molecule across the surface produced slowly-varying AES with fewer minima, illustrated in Fig. 2c . The converged models were smooth, despite the corrugation and complex chemistry of the (101) TiO2 anatase surface. The 1D energy curves associated with x, y and z variables exhibited similar molecule-surface interaction strength, with an overall global minimum of -1.5eV. The x variable curve featured a double energy minimum. We recognized the two sloping terraces in the anatase unit cell, which give rise to surface corrugation in the [101] crystallographic direction, as the features behind this behavior (see surface model in Fig. 2a) . The y variable revealed the simple energy variation inside the terrace groove (the [010] direction) between the Ti5c and the O3c atoms as adsorption sites. In the z direction, we observed a dispersion-like shape of the AES. Further calculations helped us confirm that the height of the molecule above the surface adjusts the magnitude of molecule-surface interactions, but does not alter the AES profiles of other variables. This lead us to conclude that the z degree of freedom is uncoupled from the others and may be treated separately.
We gained chemical insight into the reactive sites of both the C60 molecule and the TiO2 surface at a very modest computational effort. All 1D AES were inferred in up to 12 data acquisitions at seemingly random locations: these were nevertheless selected by the BOSS acquisition function for speedy energy mapping. The complex and fast-varying AES for molecular rotations were learned just as efficiently as the simpler ones for translations, pointing to the transferability of the method. To verify the accuracy of BOSS inference, we carried out stepwise sampling of each 1D AES in 25-point resolution and computed the true energy variations. Figs. 2b and 2c. illustrate the good agreement between true and inferred AES curves. In short, BOSS sampling allowed us to compute excellent high-fidelity energy models at half the computational cost. Next, we conducted 2D BOSS simulations while constraining the remaining degrees of freedom to reference values. The most important resulting AES landscapes are presented in Figs. 3a. and 3b. for molecular rotation and translation respectively. As expected, the 2D α − β molecular rotation produced multiple energy minima that can be observed in the blue regions of Fig. 3a . We identified them by conducting inexpensive local minima searches along the AES in a postprocessing step. All 16 local minima energies were within 0.2eV of the global minimum at -1.94eV. So many comparable minima point to competing adsorption configurations of interest. Some of these local minima could be relevant in comparison with surface experiments, where thermal effects may stabilise adsorption configurations that are not lowest in energy. The alternative minima thus constitute a valuable finding, but also considerably increase the complexity of the high-dimensional BOSS models.
Conversely, we observed a single minimum in the 2D x-y molecular translation AES map in Fig. 3b . The location of the minimum points to the optimal adsorption site on this surface. This depends strongly on the molecular sites exposed to the surface. When switching the molecular orientation from a sub-optimal reference structure to its global minimum setting, we observed the x-y global minimum moving from the O3c atom site to the Ti5c atom site. The 2D map correctly reflected the symmetry of the underlying two sloping grooves on anatase, one of which is 0.5 unit cell shifted in the [010] direction with respect to the other. The single minimum was extended in the [010] direction, suggesting a degree of molecular translation along the grooves of the anatase surface. Nevertheless, the diffusion barrier value of 0.2eV in this case tells us that C60 molecules are not mobile along the grooves at room temperature, but remain in the vicinity of the optimal surface binding site. Consequent 3D and 4D BOSS searches were completed successfully and produced consistent AES global minima findings, so we proceeded to full dimensionality of the problem. Since we identified that the z variable produces only a vertical shift in the adsorption energy, we eliminated this trivial degree of freedom by constraining the z to the location of its global minimum value (clearly seen in Fig. 2c.) . Thus we carried out the full adsorption site BOSS search in 5D and obtained the converged AES model after 500 data acquisitions, as shown in Fig. 3c . The maximum adsorption energy was identified as -1.88eV, in good agreement with low-dimensional global minimum observations. The global minimum orientation of the C60 cage featured the hexagonal facet parallel to the anatase terrace, as observed earlier. We mined the 5D model to extract the multiple local minima structures and found them largely associated with molecular rotation. The optimal surface adsorption site was located above the under-coordinated Ti5c surface atom; the same site has been identified as the most reactive site on this surface by earlier studies of small adsorbates (43, 44) . In the [101] direction, the molecule adsorbs -1 Å from the Ti5c site, and towards the deeper region of the sloping terrace.
Verifying the accuracy of the BOSS global minimum predictions was not an easy task since the optimal result was not known. Ideally, we would check the quality of BOSS AES models against true energy surfaces obtained by grid-based sampling. This was only possible in 1D and the agreement was excellent; in 2D simulations even coarse sampling would require a minimum of 500 data acquisitions. Here we appreciated the efficiency of the Bayesian sampling scheme. Only 90 data evaluations were needed to converge the complex 2D α − β energy map in Fig. 3a ., supplying information on all energy minima and barriers at the same time. The x -y map in Fig. 3b . required only 45 data points to converge. Grid-based sampling in more than 2D quickly becomes computationally prohibitive, but BOSS allowed us to build up and converge good quality models in 3D-5D through multi-dimensional sampling.
In another accuracy check, we compared and tracked the global minimum solutions by both value and location as the model dimensionality grew. Apart from the z variable, other degrees of freedom were not independent and some results were interpreted as local minima in the light of the constrained search dimensionality. Nevertheless, increasing model dimensionality produced consistent global minimum solutions. We observed that the multiple energy minima associated with three molecular rotation variables presented the biggest challenge in a 5D search, which contributed to the relatively large sampling needed to obtain a converged result.
Full C60/TiO2 interface structure search. The full BOSS AES search converged with a global adsorption energy minimum of E BOSS =-1.9eV within the constraint of the structural 'building blocks'. To verify the quality of the prediction, we removed this approximation and allowed all degrees of freedom to relax. We selected for full structural relaxations the global minimum and six unique local minima located by BOSS within a 0.1eV energy window of the global minimum. Such an approach would allow us to compare a range of low-energy adsorption configurations with experimental data, where C60 molecules evaporated on a hot surface may have acquired similar thermal energy.
After the seven full structural optimizations, all BOSSpredicted minima structures were reduced to one of three different configurations shown in Fig. 4a . We identified the global minimum of adsorption energy as E GL =-2.0eV, only 0.1eV below the value predicted by BOSS of E BOSS = −1.9eV . The close correspondence between the BOSS-inferred minimum and the true energy minimum was explained by analysis of optimal structures: we noted minimal distortions of the molecule and surface bond lengths, indicating that the 'building block' approximation was particularly appropriate in this case study.
We discovered the global minimum of the adsorption energy to be two-fold degenerate, with both structures M1 and M2 in Fig. 4a . corresponding to the same energy. If one defined an axis of C60 rotation perpendicular to the anatase terrace for both low energy configurations, as illustrated, the M2 molecule could be mapped into the M1 orientation by a 180deg. rotation around this axis to produce identical interactions with the surface. The two structures were obtained by optimizing the structure of different local minima, but matched in energy to within a 1meV tolerance. The M3 configuration in Fig. 4a . was the only local energy minimum we found within a 0.1eV energy window from the global minimum. With an energy of E loc =-1.93eV, it featured a highly symmetric C60 orientation less compatible with the corrugation of the underlying substrate.
As predicted by BOSS, the parallel alignment of a hexagonal C60 facet to the sloping terrace of anatase emerged as the key feature associated with surface adsorption. The global minimum geometries M1 and M2 were slightly tilted away from this configuration. Analysis of the adsorbed C60 underside, presented in Fig. 4c ., revealed that tilt allows one of the nearest C h -C h bond to approach the surface as well. This was another energy-lowering microscopic feature identified by early BOSS simulations. The most stable adsorbed molecule configurations thus feature a lack of symmetry with respect to the substrate that is difficult to predict by chemical intuition; any symmetric initial guess structure would likely fail to reach the deeper energy minimum during structure optimization.
We present the top-down view of the three relevant absorption configurations in Fig. 4b . and note a repeating structural motif. An oval feature containing two hexagonal and two pentagonal facets is exposed at the top of the molecule in all three cases. For comparison, we show a detailed AFM image of this molecular adsorbate in Fig. 4d . A similar oval feature appears, although the hexagonal and pentagonal facets are difficult to identify. The image suggests that computed molecular adsorption structures resemble the one in the experiment, even if it is not possible to conclusively identify any one of the three. We defined the direction of the feature along the bond separating the two hexagons (also along the long axis of the oval) and computed its orientation with respect to the [010] crystallographic direction. As illustrated in Fig. 4b , this allowed us to determine the angle of the feature with respect to the lines of O2c atoms that are typically observed in AFM surface experiments on anatase. Should experimental data including substrate information become available, our analysis would help us explain experimental configurations and also verify our computed molecular adsorption structures.
Our final consistency check was to increase the accuracy of the computational settings (see Methods section). The three configurations were reoptimized with higher accuracy simulation settings and we obtained a better estimate for the maximum adsorption energy at E GL =-1.6eV. The adsorption configurations remained the same, confirming that computationally cheaper lighter settings yield good quality geometries and present a useful tool in structural studies.
Conclusions
We proposed a novel structure search scheme that combines a smart ML sampling strategy and a natural "building block" representation with accurate quantum mechanical calculations. As first step in targeting the structure of large-scale molecular films and organic/inorganic interfaces, we employed it to learn the adsorption structure of a single molecule: C60 on the (101) surface of TiO2 anatase. The BOSS method produced a computationally tractable study of molecular adsorption as function of key degrees of freedom, molecular registry and orientation, with readily available chemical insight. The benefits of smart multi-dimensional sampling were particularly evident in low dimensional searches, where 10-100 data acquisitions sufficed to converge the model predictions. In higher dimensions, model convergence was slowed down by the complexity of multiple minima in correlated degrees of freedom and 500 data acquisitions were required. Model refinement could be made more robust by employing prior belief functions or different GP kernels. In an intuition-led force minimization adsorption study, 500 single point calculations would supply optimized structures from only five different initial guess configurations. With BOSS, they deliver optimal configurations amongst a much wider configurational pool, alongside with the local minima and the barriers between them.
Structural optimizations based on BOSS-inferred AES models and optimal structures produced the definitive molecular adsorption geometries despite the approximations employed, here BOSS was both efficient and accurate. Refined adsorbate structure models compared well with high-resolution experimental images of these materials, additionally confirming the accuracy of BOSS predictions. Comprehensive adsorption energy surface (AES) information obtained allowed us to consider also local minima, and could be mined to extract important energy barriers. The 'building block' approach performed very well with C60 adsorbed on TiO2 anatase, and would allow us to easily extend our approach to molecular aggregates and make it truly multi-scale. In short, our BOSS scheme delivers on many fronts in a successful study of molecular surface adsorption and further work will see it applied to more complex configurational studies of surface-supported molecular aggregates and films. 
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